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 2 

ABSTRACT 19 

When your head tilts laterally, as in sports, reaching, and resting, your eyes counterrotate less 20 

than 20%, and thus eye images rotate, over a total range of about 180°. Yet, the world appears 21 

stable and vision remains normal. We discovered a neural strategy for rotational stability in 22 

anterior inferotemporal cortex (IT), the final stage of object vision in primates. We measured 23 

object orientation tuning of IT neurons in macaque monkeys tilted +25 and –25° laterally, 24 

producing ~40° difference in retinal image orientation. Among IT neurons with consistent 25 

object orientation tuning, 63% remained stable with respect to gravity across tilts. Gravitational 26 

tuning depended on vestibular/somatosensory but also visual cues, consistent with previous 27 

evidence that IT processes scene cues for gravity’s orientation. In addition to stability across 28 

image rotations, an internal gravitational reference frame is important for physical 29 

understanding of a world where object position, posture, structure, shape, movement, and 30 

behavior interact critically with gravity. 31 

 32 
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 3 

INTRODUCTION  34 

Reflexive eye movements compensate for up/down and right/left head movements, but when 35 

your head tilts laterally, as during sports, driving1, social communication2–5, working in cramped 36 

environments, reaching for distant objects, and resting in bed, your eyes compensate less than 37 

20%6,7, so retinal images rotate around the point of fixation. But the perceptual compensation 38 

for this is so automatic and complete that we are usually unaware of the image rotation, and 39 

visual abilities are not strongly affected. This perceptual stability is more than just a 40 

generalization of recognition across orientations. Critically, our perceptual reference frame for 41 

objects remains stable with respect to the environment and gravity. As a result, trees still 42 

appear vertical and apples still appear to fall straight to the ground, even though their 43 

orientations and trajectories on the retina have changed.  44 

 45 

Here, we explored the hypothesis that this perceptual stability is produced by transforming 46 

visual objects into a stable, non-retinal reference frame. Our previous work has shown that the 47 

primate ventral visual pathway8 implements an object-centered reference frame9–18, stabilizing  48 

against position and size changes on the retina. But this still leaves open the orientation of the 49 

ventral pathway reference frame. Our recent work has shown that one channel in anterior 50 

ventral pathway processes scene-level visual cues for the orientation of the gravitational 51 

reference frame19,20, raising the possibility that the ventral pathway reference frame is aligned 52 

with gravity. Here, we confirmed this hypothesis in anterior IT8, and found that gravitational 53 

alignment depends on both visual and vestibular/somatosensory21,22 cues. To a lesser extent, 54 

we observed tuning aligned with the retinal reference frame, and object orientation in either 55 

reference frame was linearly decodable from IT population responses with high accuracy. This 56 

is consistent with psychophysical results showing voluntary perceptual access to either 57 
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reference frame23. The dominant, gravitationally aligned reference frame not only confers 58 

stability across image rotations but also enables physical understanding of objects in a world 59 

dominated by the force of gravity. 60 

 61 

RESULTS 62 

Object tuning in a gravitational reference frame 63 

Monkeys performed a dot fixation task while we flashed object stimuli on a high-resolution LED 64 

monitor spanning 100° of the visual field in the horizontal direction. We used evolving stimuli 65 

guided by a genetic algorithm12,13,16–20 to discover 3D objects that drove strong responses from 66 

IT neurons. We presented these objects centered at fixation, across a range of screen 67 

orientations, with the monkey’s head (fixed to a rotating chair) tilted clockwise (–) or 68 

counterclockwise (+) by 25° about the axis of gaze (through the fixation point and the 69 

interpupillary midpoint) (Fig. 1a,b). Compensatory ocular counter-rolling was measured to be 70 

~6° based on iris landmarks visible in high-resolution photographs, consistent with previous 71 

measurements6,7. We also found the that 6° compensation produced the closest agreement in 72 

the retinal reference frame between object orientation tuning functions across tilts (Fig. S1). 73 

 74 

The Fig. 1 example neuron was tested with both full scene stimuli (Fig. 1a), which included a 75 

textured ground surface and horizon, providing visual cues for the orientation of gravity, and 76 

isolated objects (Fig. 1b), presented on a circular gray background in an otherwise dark room, 77 

so that only vestibular and somatosensory cues indicated the orientation of gravity. Object 78 

orientation tuning remained stable with respect to gravity across tilts, peaking at orientation 0°, 79 

for both full scene (Fig. 1c,d) and isolated object (Fig. 1g,h) stimuli. Correspondingly,  80 

 81 
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 82 
 83 
Figure 1. Example neuron tuned for object orientation in a gravitational reference frame. (a,b) Stimuli 84 
demonstrating example object orientations in the full scene condition. The orientation discovered in the 85 
genetic algorithm experiments is arbitrarily labeled 0°. The two monkey tilt conditions are diagrammed at left. 86 
The small white dots at the center of the head (connected by vertical dashed lines) represent the virtual axis 87 
of rotation produced by a circular sled supporting the chair. Stimuli were presented on a 100°-wide display 88 
screen for 750 ms (separated by 250 ms blank screen intervals) while the monkey fixated a central dot. 89 
Stimuli were presented in random order for a total of 5 repetitions each. (c,d) Responses of an example IT 90 
neuron to full scene stimuli, as a function of object orientation on the screen and thus with respect to gravity, 91 
across a 100° orientation range, while the monkey was tilted –25° (c) and 25° (d). Response values are 92 
averaged across the 750 ms presentation time and across 5 repetitions and smoothed with a boxcar kernel 93 
of width 50° (3 orientation values). For this neuron, object orientation tuning remained consistent with 94 
respect to gravity across the two tilt conditions, with a peak response centered at 0° (dashed vertical line). 95 
The pink triangles indicate the object orientations directly comparable to the retinal analyses. (e,f) The same 96 
data plotted against orientation on the retina, corrected for 6° counter-rolling of the eyes (Fig. S1). The cyan 97 
triangles indicate the response values directly comparable to gravitational analyses. Due to the shift 98 
produced by ocular counter-rolling, these comparison values were interpolated between tested screen 99 
orientations using a Catmull-Rom spline. Since orientation tuning was consistent in gravitational space, the 100 
peaks are shifted right or left by about 20° each. (g–j) Similar results were obtained for this neuron with 101 
isolated object stimuli. 102 
 103 
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orientation tuning profiles shifted relative to retinal orientation by about 40° between the two tilt 104 

conditions (Fig. 1e,f,i,j), shifting the peak to the right and left of 0°. A similar example neuron is 105 

presented in Fig. S2a,c–f, along with an example neuron for which tuning aligned with the 106 

retina, and thus shifted with respect to gravity (Fig. S2b,g–j). 107 

 108 

Distribution of gravity- and retina-aligned tuning 109 

Fig. 2a scatterplots correlation values between object orientation tuning functions in the two tilt 110 

conditions calculated with respect to retinal orientation (x axis) and gravity (y axis), for a 111 

sample of 89 IT neurons tested with full scene stimuli. In both the scatterplot and the marginal 112 

histograms, color indicates the result of a 1-tailed randomization t-test on each cell for 113 

significant positive correlation (p < 0.05) in the gravitational reference frame (pink), retinal 114 

reference frame (cyan), or both reference frames (dark gray) (presumably due to the broad 115 

object orientation tuning of some IT neurons17).  116 
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 117 

Figure 2. Scatterplots of object orientation tuning function correlations across tilts. (a) Scatterplot of 118 
correlations for full scene stimuli. Correlations of tuning in the gravitational reference frame (y axis) are 119 
plotted against correlations in the retinal reference frame (x axis). Marginal distributions are shown as 120 
histograms. Neurons with significant correlations with respect to gravity are colored pink and neurons with 121 
significant correlations with respect to the retinae` are colored cyan. Neurons with significant correlations in 122 
both dimensions are colored dark gray, and neurons with no significant correlation are colored light gray. (b) 123 
Scatterplot for isolated object stimuli. Conventions the same as in (a). (c) Same scatterplot as in (a), but 124 
balanced for number of comparison orientations between gravitational and retinal analysis. (d) Same as (b), 125 
but balanced for number of comparison orientations between gravitational and retinal analysis. 126 
 127 
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Of the 52 neurons with consistent object orientation tuning in one or both reference frames, 129 

63% (33/52) were aligned with gravity, 21% (11/52) were aligned with the retinae, and 15% 130 

(8/52) were aligned with both. The population tendency toward positive correlation was 131 

significant along the gravitational axis (two-tailed randomization t-test for center-of-mass 132 

relative to 0; p = 6.49 X 10–29) as well as the retinal axis (p = 5.76 X 10–10). Similar results were 133 

obtained for a partially overlapping sample of 99 IT neurons tested with isolated object stimuli 134 

in a darkened room to remove visual cues for gravity (Fig. 2b), with 60% (32/53) significant 135 

correlation in the gravitational reference frame, 26% (14/53) significant correlation in the retinal 136 

reference frame, and 13% (7/53) significant in both reference frames. The population tendency 137 

toward positive correlation was again significant in this experiment along both gravitational (p = 138 

3.63 X 10–22) and retinal axes (p = 1.63 X 10–7). 139 

 140 

The analyses above were based on the full set of orientation comparisons possible for the 141 

gravitational reference frame (7), while the experimental design inevitably produced fewer 142 

comparisons for the retinal reference frame (5). Rerunning the analyses based on just 5 143 

comparable object orientations in both reference frames (Fig. 1, pink and cyan triangles) 144 

produced the results shown in Figs. 2c and d. For full scene stimuli, this yielded 56% (23/41) 145 

significant gravitational alignment, 27% (11/41) retinal alignment, and 17% (7/41) dual 146 

alignment (Fig. 2c). For isolated object stimuli, this reanalysis yielded 58% (28/48) gravitational 147 

alignment, 29% (14/48) retinal alignment, and 13% (6/48) dual alignment (Fig. 2d). 148 

 149 

Population coding of orientation in both reference frames 150 

Neurons with no significant correlation in either reference frame might actually combine signals 151 

from both reference frames, as in other brain systems that interact with multiple reference 152 
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frames24–32. This would be consistent with human psychophysical results showing mixed 153 

influences of retinal and gravitational reference frames, with stronger weight for 154 

gravitational33,34. For mixed reference frame tuning of this kind, it has been shown that simple 155 

linear decoding can extract information in any one reference frame with an appropriate 156 

weighting pattern across neurons24,35,36. We tested that idea here and found that object 157 

orientation information in either gravitational or retinal space could be decoded with high 158 

accuracy from the responses of the IT neurons in our sample. The decoding task was to 159 

determine whether two population responses (across the 89 neurons tested with full scene 160 

stimuli) were derived from same or different orientations, either in gravitational space or retinal 161 

space (corrected for counter-rolling). This match/non-match task allowed us to analyze 162 

population information about orientation equivalence even though individual neurons were 163 

tested using different stimuli with no comparability between orientations. (Across neurons, 164 

orientations were aligned according to their order in the tested range, so that each non-match 165 

trial involved the same orientation difference, in the same direction, for each neuron.) 166 

 167 

The accuracy of linear discriminant models for orientation match/non-match in the gravitational 168 

reference frame was 97% (10-fold cross-validation). The accuracy of models for orientation 169 

match/non-match in the retinal reference frame was 98%. This easy decoding of information in 170 

both reference frames is consistent with psychophysical results showing that humans have 171 

voluntary access to either reference frame23. High accuracy was obtained even with models 172 

based solely on neurons that showed no significant correlation in either gravitational or retinal 173 

reference frames (Fig. 2a, light gray): 89% for gravitational discrimination and 97% for retinal 174 

discrimination. This supports the idea that these neurons carry a mix of retinal and gravitational 175 

object orientation signals. 176 
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  177 

Gravity-aligned tuning based on purely visual cues 178 

The results for isolated object stimuli in Fig. 2b,d indicate that alignment of object information 179 

with gravity does not require the visual cues present in the full scene stimuli (ground surface 180 

and horizon) and can be based purely on vestibular and somatosensory cues for the direction 181 

of gravity in a dark room. We also tested the converse question of whether purely visual cues 182 

(tilted horizon and ground surface) could produce alignment of object orientation tuning with 183 

the visually apparent orientation of gravity, even in the presence of conflicting vestibular and 184 

somatosensory cues (i.e. with the monkey in a normal upright orientation). In spite of the 185 

conflict, many neurons showed object orientation tuning functions aligned with the visually 186 

cued direction of gravity, as exemplified in Fig. 3a,c–f. The 5 object orientations that were 187 

comparable in a gravitational reference frame (pink triangles) produced consistent responses 188 

to object orientations relative to the ground surface and horizon (Fig. 3c,d). For example, the 189 

top left stimulus in Fig. 3a (horizon tilt –25°, retinal orientation –25°) has the same orientation 190 

with respect to the ground surface as the bottom right stimulus (horizon tilt +25°, retinal 191 

orientation +25°). Thus, in the visually-cued gravitational reference frame, these two stimuli 192 

line up at 0° orientation in both Fig. 3c and d, and they evoke similar responses. Conversely, 193 

the 9 orientations comparable in the retinal reference (black dots and cyan triangles) produced 194 

inconsistent responses (Fig. 3e,f). A different example neuron (Fig. 3b,g–j) exhibited object 195 

orientation tuning aligned with the retinae (Fig. 3i,j) and not gravity (Fig. 3g,h). 196 

 197 
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 198 
 199 
Figure 3. Example neurons tested with tilted horizon stimuli while the monkey remained in an 200 
upright orientation. (a,b) Stimuli demonstrating example object orientations in two conditions, with the 201 
ground surface, horizon, and sky gradient tilted –25° (clockwise, top row), and with ground surface, etc. tilted 202 
+25° (counterclockwise, second row). The monkey was in a normal upright orientation during these 203 
experiments, producing conflicting vestibular/somatosensory cues. The retinal orientation discovered in the 204 
genetic algorithm experiments is arbitrarily labeled 0°. (c,d) For an example IT neuron tested with the stimuli 205 
in (a), object orientation tuning with respect to the visually cued direction of gravity was consistent across the 206 
two ground tilts.  (e,f) Correspondingly, the neuron gave very different responses to retinal object orientation 207 
values between the two ground tilts. (g,h) This different example IT neuron tested with the stimuli in (b) did 208 
not exhibit consistent object orientation tuning in visually-cued gravitational space. (i,j) Instead, this neuron 209 
maintained consistent tuning for retinal-screen orientation despite changes in ground tilt.  210 
  211 
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Across a sample of 228 IT neurons studied in this cue conflict experiment, 123 showed 212 

significant correlation across visual ground/horizon tilt in one or both reference frames. Of 213 

these, 54% (67/123) showed object orientation tuning aligned with the retinal reference frame, 214 

35% (43/123) with the gravitational reference frame, and 11% (13/123) with both (Fig. 4a). The 215 

population tendency toward retina-aligned orientation tuning was significant (two-tailed 216 

randomization t-test for center-of-mass relative to 0; p = 8.14 X 10–28) as was the tendency 217 

toward gravity-aligned orientation tuning (p = 6.23 X 10–6). The experimental design in this 218 

case produced more comparisons in the retinal reference frame, and balancing the numbers of 219 

comparisons resulted in more equal percentages (Fig. 4b). The main result in this experiment, 220 

that many IT neurons exhibit object orientation tuning aligned with visual cues for the direction 221 

of gravity, even in the presence of conflicting vestibular/somatosensory cues, argues that 222 

visual cues contribute to gravity-aligned tuning under normal circumstances, where they 223 

combine with convergent vestibular/somatosensory cues. That would be consistent with our 224 

previous discovery that many neurons in IT are strongly tuned for the orientation of large-scale 225 

ground surfaces and edges, in the orientation ranges experienced across head tilts14,15, and 226 

more generally with the strong visual representation of scene information in temporal lobe37–40. 227 

  228 
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  229 
 230 
Figure 4. Scatterplots of object orientation tuning function correlations across visual horizon tilts on 231 
the screen, with the monkey in an upright orientation. (a) Scatterplot of correlations for full scene stimuli. 232 
Correlations of tuning in gravitational space as cued by horizon tilt (y axis) are plotted against correlations in 233 
retinal space (x axis). Marginal distributions are shown as histograms. Neurons with significant correlations 234 
in visually-cued gravitational space are colored pink and neurons with significant correlations in retinal space 235 
are colored cyan. Neurons with significant correlations in both dimensions are colored dark gray, and 236 
neurons with no significant correlation are colored light gray. (b) Same scatterplot as in (a), but with 237 
correlation values balanced for number of comparison orientations between gravitational and retinal 238 
analysis. 239 
  240 
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DISCUSSION 241 

The fundamental goal of visual processing is to transform photoreceptor sheet responses into 242 

usable, essential information—readable, compressed, stable signals, for the specific things we 243 

need to understand about the world. In this sense, the transformation described here achieves 244 

both stability and specificity of object information. The gravitational reference frame remains 245 

stable across retinal image rotations, a critical advantage for vision from the tilting platform of 246 

the head and body. And, it enables understanding of object structure, posture, shape, motion, 247 

and behavior relative to the strong gravitational force that constrains and interacts with all 248 

these factors. It provides information about whether and how objects and object parts are 249 

supported and balanced against gravity, how flexible, motoric objects like bodies are 250 

interacting energetically with gravity, what postural or locomotive behaviors are possible or 251 

likely, and about potential physical interactions with other objects or with the observer under 252 

the influence of gravity. In other words, it provides information critical for guiding our 253 

mechanistic understanding of and skillful interactions with the world. 254 

 255 

A similar hypothesis about gravity-related tuning for tilted planes has been tested in parietal 256 

area CIP (central intraparietal area). Rosenberg and Angelaki41 measured the responses of 46 257 

CIP neurons with two monkey tilts, right and left 30°, and fit the responses with linear models. 258 

They reported significant alignment with eye orientation for 45 of 92 (49%) tilt tests (right and 259 

left for each neuron), intermediate between eye and gravity for 26/92 tilt tests (28%), and 260 

alignment with gravity for 6/92 tilt tests (7%). However, of the 5 neurons in this last category, 261 

only one appeared to show significant alignment with gravity for both tilt directions (Rosenberg 262 

and Angelaki41, Fig. 4D). Thus, while orientation tuning of ~35% of CIP neurons was sensitive 263 

to monkey tilt and gravity-aligned information could be extracted with a neural network41, there 264 
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was no explicit tuning in a gravitational reference frame or dominance of gravitational 265 

information as found here. There is however compelling human fMRI evidence that parietal 266 

and frontal cortex are deeply involved in perceiving and predicting physical events42, and have 267 

unique abstract signals for stability not detected in ventral pathway43 (though these could 268 

reflect decision-making processes44,45). Our results and others46–48 suggest nonetheless that 269 

ventral pathway object and scene processing may be a critical source of information about 270 

gravity and its effects on objects, especially when detailed object representations are needed 271 

to assess precise shape, structure, support, strength, flexibility, compressibility, brittleness, 272 

specific gravity, mass distribution, and mechanical features to understand real world physical 273 

situations. 274 

 275 

Our results raise the interesting question of how visual information is transformed into a 276 

gravity-aligned reference frame, and how that transformation incorporates vestibular, 277 

somatosensory, and visual cues for the direction of gravity. Previous work on reference frame 278 

transformation has involved shifts in the position of the reference frame. There is substantial 279 

evidence that these shifts are causally driven by anticipatory signals for attentional shifts and 280 

eye movements from prefrontal cortex, acting on ventral pathway cortex to activate neurons 281 

with newly relevant spatial sensitivities49–54. Here, the more difficult geometric problem is 282 

rotation of visual information, such that “up”, “down”, “right” and “left” become associated with 283 

signals from different parts of the retina, based on a change in the perceived direction of 284 

gravity. This could also involve spatial remapping, but in circular directions, within an object-285 

centered reference frame10–18. Humans can perform tasks requiring mental rotation of shapes, 286 

but this is time consuming in proportion to the angle of required rotation55, and seems to rely 287 

on an unusual strategy of covert motor simulation56. The rotation required here is fast and so 288 
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automatic as to be unnoticeable. Discovering the underlying transformation mechanism will 289 

likely require extensive theoretical, computational, and experimental investigation. 290 

  291 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 442 

Data and code availability. The data and code that support the findings of this study have 443 

been deposited in a public Github repository https://github.com/amxemonds/ObjectGravity. 444 

Further information and requests for data or custom MATLAB code should be directed to and 445 

will be fulfilled by the corresponding author, Charles E. Connor (connor@jhu.edu). 446 

 447 

Behavioral task, stimulus presentation, and electrophysiological recording. Two head-448 

restrained male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were trained to maintain fixation within 1° 449 

(radius) of a 0.3° diameter spot for 4 s to obtain a juice reward. Eye position was monitored 450 

with an infrared eye tracker (EyeLink). Image stimuli were displayed on a 3840 x 2160 451 

resolution, 80.11 DPI television screen placed directly in front of the monkey, centered at eye 452 

level at a distance of 60 cm. The screen subtended 70° vertically and 100° horizontally. 453 

Monkeys were seated in a primate chair attached to a +/– 25º full-body rotation 454 

mechanism with the center of rotation at the midpoint between the eyes, so that the angle of 455 

gaze toward the fixation point remained constant across rotations. The rotation mechanism 456 

locked at body orientations of –25º (tilted clockwise), 0º, and +25º (counterclockwise). After 457 

fixation was initiated by the monkey, 4 stimuli were presented sequentially, for 750 ms each, 458 

separated by 250 ms intervals with a blank, gray background. All stimuli in a given generation  459 

were tested in random order for a total of 5 repetitions. The electrical activity of well-isolated 460 

single neurons was recorded with epoxy-coated tungsten electrodes (FHC Microsystems). 461 

Action potentials of individual neurons were amplified and electrically isolated using a Tucker-462 

Davis Technologies recording system. Recording positions ranged from 5 to 25 mm anterior to 463 

stereotaxic 0 within the inferior temporal lobe, including the ventral bank of the superior 464 

temporal sulcus, lateral convexity, and basal surface. Positions were determined on the basis 465 
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of structural magnetic resonance images and the sequence of sulci and response 466 

characteristics observed while lowering the electrode. A total of 368 object-selective IT 467 

neurons were studied with different combinations of experiments   All animal procedures were 468 

approved by the Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to US 469 

National Institutes of Health and US Department of Agriculture guidelines. 470 

 471 

Stimulus generation. Initially random 3D stimuli evolved through multiple generations under 472 

control of a genetic algorithm12–16, leading to high-response stimuli used to test object 473 

orientation tuning as a function of eye/head/body rotation. Random shapes were created by 474 

defining 3D mesh surfaces surrounding medial axis skeletons13. These shapes were assigned 475 

random or evolved optical properties including color, surface roughness, specularity/reflection, 476 

translucency/transparency, and subsurface scattering. They were depicted as projecting from 477 

(partially submerged in) planar ground surfaces covered with a random scrub grass texture 478 

extending toward a distant horizon meeting a blue, featureless sky, with variable ambient light 479 

color and lighting direction consistent with random or evolved virtual times of day. Ground 480 

surface tilt and object orientation were independent variables of interest as described in the 481 

main text. These varied across ranges of 100–200° at intervals of 12.5 or 25°. Ground surface 482 

slant, texture gradient, and horizon level, as well as object size and appearance, varied with 483 

random or evolved virtual viewing distances. The entire scenes were rendered with multi-step 484 

ray tracing using Blender Cycles running on a cluster of GPU-based machines. 485 

 486 

Data analysis and statistics. Response rates for each stimulus were calculated by counting 487 

action potentials during the presentation window and averaging across 5 repetitions. 488 

Orientation tuning functions were smoothed with boxcar averaging across 3 neighboring 489 
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values. Pearson correlation coefficients between object orientation tuning functions in different 490 

conditions (in some cases corrected for ocular counter-rolling) were calculated for the 491 

averaged, smoothed values. Significance of positive correlations were measured with a 1-492 

tailed randomization t-test, p = 0.05. (There was no a priori reason to predict or test for 493 

negative correlations between orientation tuning functions.) A null distribution was created by 494 

randomly assigning response values across the tested orientations within each of the two 495 

tuning functions and recalculating the t-statistic 10,000 times. Significant biases of population 496 

correlation distributions toward positive or negative values were measured with 2-tailed 497 

randomization t-tests, with exact p-values reported. A null distribution was created by randomly 498 

assigning response values across the tested orientations within each of the two tuning 499 

functions for each neuron, recalculating the t-statistic for each neuron, and recalculating the 500 

correlation distribution center of mass on the correlation domain 10,000 times. 501 

 502 

Population decoding analysis. We pooled data across 89 neurons tested with full scene 503 

stimuli at the two monkey tilts and used cross-validated linear discriminant analysis to 504 

discriminate matching from non-matching orientations in both the retinal and gravitational 505 

reference frames. Ground truth matches were identical (in either gravitational or counter-rolling 506 

corrected retinal coordinates, depending on which reference frame was being tested). Ground 507 

truth non-matches differed by more than 25°. We equalized the numbers of retinal and 508 

gravitational match and non-match conditions by subsampling. This yielded five potential pairs 509 

of matches and 20 potential pairs of non-matches for each reference frame. For each member 510 

of a test pair, we randomly selected one raw response value for each neuron from among the 511 

5 individual repetitions for that object orientation. We generated a dataset for all possible test 512 

pairs under these conditions. We used the Matlab function fitcdiscr to build optimal models for 513 
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linear discrimination of matches from non-matches based on response patterns across the 89 514 

neurons. We built separate models for retinal and gravitational reference frame match/non-515 

match discrimination. We report the accuracy of the models as 1 – misclassification rate using 516 

10-fold cross validation. 517 

  518 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 529 

 530 

 531 

Figure S1. Analysis of eye counter-rotation during tilt.  Eye orientation was estimated with lines 532 
connecting the center of the pupil with visualizable features at the edge of the iris. For the right and left eyes 533 
in the same monkey, the measured difference in eye orientation was 12.65° for the right eye and 12.00° for 534 
the left eye (upper right). For all the data, from both monkeys, we normalized and summed the mean 535 
squared error (MSE) between responses at corresponding retinal positions, as a function of the offset value 536 
between retinal positions used to compensate for counter-rotation (lower left). The minimum MSE was 537 
measured at 12° offset, corresponding to 6° rotation from normal in each of the tilt conditions. 538 

539 
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 540 
 541 
Figure S2. Example neurons tuned in gravitational space and retinal space. (a,b) Stimuli demonstrating 542 
example object orientations used to study the two IT neurons. The orientation discovered in the genetic 543 
algorithm experiments is arbitrarily labeled 0°. The two monkey tilt conditions are diagrammed at left. (c,d) 544 
Responses of the example IT neuron studied with the stimuli shown in (a), as a function of object orientation 545 
on the screen and thus with respect to gravity, across a 100° orientation range, while the monkey was tilted 546 
–25° (c) and 25° (d). Response values are averaged across the 750 ms presentation time and across 5 547 
repetitions and smoothed with a boxcar kernel of width 50° (3 orientation values). For this neuron, object 548 
orientation tuning remained consistent in screen/gravity space across the two tilt conditions. Other details as 549 
in Fig. 1. (e,f) The same data plotted against orientation on the retina, corrected for 6° counter-rolling of the 550 
eyes in each tilt condition. Due to the shift produced by ocular counter-rolling, these comparison values were 551 
interpolated between tested screen orientations using a Catmull-Rom spline. Since orientation tuning was 552 
consistent in gravitational space, the tuning functions are shifted right or left by about 20° each. (g,h) 553 
Responses of a different example IT neuron studied with the stimuli shown in (b), as a function of object 554 
orientation on the screen and thus with respect to gravity, across a 100° orientation range, while the monkey 555 
was tilted –25° (c) and 25° (d). In this case, the tuning peak was shifted about 40°, in the direction expected 556 
for orientation tuning in retinal space. (j,k) The same data plotted against orientation on the retina, corrected 557 
for 6° counter-rolling of the eyes in each tilt condition. The correspondence between curves in (j) and (k), 558 
with peaks at near 0°, is consistent with orientation tuning in retinal space. 559 
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